A targeted search for point sources of $\text{EeV}$ photons with the Pierre Auger Observatory
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ABSTRACT

Simultaneous measurements of air showers with the fluorescence and surface detectors of the Pierre Auger Observatory allow a sensitive search for EeV photon point sources. Several Galactic and extragalactic candidate objects are grouped in classes to reduce the statistical penalty of many trials from that of a blind search and are analyzed for a significant excess above the background expectation. The presented search does not find any evidence for photon emission at candidate sources, and combined $p$-values for every class are reported. Particle and energy flux upper limits are given for selected candidate sources. These limits significantly constrain predictions of EeV proton emission models from non-transient Galactic and nearby extragalactic sources, as illustrated for the particular case of the Galactic center region.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-high energy (UHE) photons with energies around 1 EeV (1 EeV = $10^{18}$ eV) and above have not yet been identified (see Bleve & the Pierre Auger Collaboration (2015) and references therein). At these high energies photons are produced primarily by $\pi^0$ decays, implying the existence of hadrons (that cause the production of $\pi^0$ mesons) with energies typically 10 times higher than the secondary photon (Risse & Homola 2007). At energies of about 5 EeV, around the “ankle” of the energy spectrum (Abraham et al. 2010; Schulz & the Pierre Auger Collaboration 2013), several experiments, including the Pierre Auger Observatory, HiRes, and Telescope Array, have all found their measurements to be consistent with the existence of a light component among the cosmic rays (Abreu et al. 2012a; Aab et al. 2014a,b, 2016; Abbasi et al. 2010; Jui & the Telescope Array Collaboration 2012). If these protons were to interact in the vicinity of their sources they can produce photons by pion photoproduction or inelastic nuclear collisions. Since photons are not deflected by magnetic fields, the experimental signature would then be an accumulation of photon-like events from a particular celestial direction.

Assuming that the energy spectra of measured TeV $\gamma$ sources (Hinton & Hofmann 2009; Abramowski et al. 2011) extend to EeV energies, it is plausible that photon and neutron fluxes are also detectable in the EeV energy range. Sources producing particle fluxes according to an $E^{-2}$ energy spectrum inject equal energy into each decade. A measured energy flux of 1 eV cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ in the TeV decade would result in the same energy flux in the EeV decade if the spectrum continues to such high energies and energy losses en route to Earth are negligible (see Section 3). Furthermore, the H.E.S.S. collaboration measured a TeV gamma ray spectrum from the Galactic center region without any observation of a cutoff or a spectral break up to tens of TeV, implying that our Galaxy hosts petaelectronvolt accelerators called “PeVatrons” (Abramowski et al. 2016). If these photons are produced in hadronic processes they are necessarily accompanied by neutrons produced in charge exchange interactions of protons. The ratio between photon and neutron emissivities from $p$-$p$ collisions at the same pivot energy depends primarily on the spectral index of the proton source and it is shown in Crocker et al. (2005) that for spectral indices $\Gamma_p \lesssim 2.4$ photon emissivities dominate, assuming a continuation of the parent proton spectrum well beyond the pivot energy. Several experiments, including the Pierre Auger Observatory, Telescope Array, IceCube, and KASCADE, searched for an indication of neutron fluxes above the PeV energy range from specific source directions, but no significant excess or correlation with catalogs could be found (e.g. Aab et al. (2014d); Abbasi et al. (2015); Antoni et al. (2004); Aartsen et al. (2016)).

This paper reports on a targeted search for photon point sources at EeV energies and complements previous neutron searches. The search for a photon flux, as opposed to a neutron flux, has a more direct connection to TeV measurements where the messengers are photons. A neutron flux is limited by decay of the neutrons with a mean path length of $9.2 \times E$ [EeV] kpc, requiring an energy of at least 1 EeV to observe the Galactic center region. In this paper we apply a lower energy threshold of $10^{17.3}$ eV using events measured by the air fluorescence detector (FD) as well as the surface detector (SD) of the Pierre Auger Observatory (see Section 2). This choice provides high event statistics despite the reduced duty cycle of the FD. The sensitivity to photon point sources is increased by reducing the hadronic background contribution using mass-sensitive observables. In the case of neutron-induced air showers that is not possible, since they are indistinguishable from proton primaries.

In a previous paper the Pierre Auger Collaboration published the directional search for EeV photon point sources from any direction in the exposed sky (blind search: Aab et al. (2014c)). That analysis did not find a statistical evidence for any photon flux. The detected
small $p$-values are within the expectation given 526,200 target centers. To reduce the statistical penalty of many trials from that of a blind search, this analysis focuses on just 12 target sets, each set being a class of possible sources of high-energy photons (Section 3). The candidate sources all lie in the declination range $-85^\circ$ and $+20^\circ$. Targets in each class are combined in a “stacked analysis,” assuming that most or all candidate sources in a target set are emitting photons resulting in a more significant combined signal compared to that of a single target (Section 4). The results of this analysis, including particle and energy flux upper limits of selected target directions, are given in Section 5. This study uses the same methods for hadron reduction and calculation of upper limits that were explained in the preceding paper.

2. DATA SET

Air showers induced by UHE cosmic rays detected with the Pierre Auger Observatory (The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2015) are used in this analysis. The observatory is located in Argentina near Malargue and is centered at latitude 35.2$^\circ$ S and longitude $69.5^\circ$ W at a mean altitude of 1400 m above sea level. A SD of 1660 water-Cherenkov particle detectors covering an area of 3000 km$^2$ on a triangular grid with 1.5 km spacing observes electrons, muons, and photons at the ground with a duty cycle of nearly 100%. The area is overlooked by 27 fluorescence telescopes operating on dark nights with a duty cycle of $\sim$15%. Events recorded between 2005 January and 2013 December in hybrid mode, i.e., recorded by both the FD and SD, are used in this analysis. The selection criteria are the same as in the previous blind search paper (Aab et al. 2014c), but additional accumulated data increase the statistics by 28% to 308,676 recorded events in the present study. The energy range is between 10$^{17.3}$ eV and 10$^{18.5}$ eV to take advantage of high statistics at low energies and to avoid additional shower development processes at the highest energies (Risse & Homola 2007). The average angular resolution of the final dataset is 0.7$^\circ$.

3. TARGET SET

The detectable source distance is limited by interactions of UHE photons with low-energy background photons in pair or double-pair production processes. The attenuation length, i.e., the distance at which the survival probability has dropped to $e^{-1} \approx 36.8\%$, depends on the energy of the UHE photon. The expected attenuation length for photons in interactions with the cosmic microwave background (dominating) and with radio (Protheroe & Biermann 1996) and infrared (Kneiske et al. 2004) photon fields is shown as the solid black line in Figure 1. In the energy range of the dataset, the attenuation length varies between 90 kpc at 10$^{17.3}$ eV and 900 kpc at 10$^{18.5}$ eV encompassing Galactic and nearby extragalactic sources. Requiring only a survival probability of 1% the attenuation length increases, as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 1, extending to a distance of a few Mpc at the highest energies considered and hence also including the nearest active galactic nucleus Centaurus A, which lies at less than 4 Mpc. It should be noted that the observable distance may increase further if including also secondary photons, i.e., UHE photons converted back from electrons via inverse Compton scattering within the electromagnetic cascading process taking place outside the Galaxy. However, to be useful for point source searches, these photons must be in the energy range and have parent electrons that have not been deflected more than 1$^\circ$ in ambient magnetic fields (see Section 4). The expected increase of the maximum observable distance in a Kolmogorov-type turbulent field with a mean magnetic field strength $\langle B \rangle = 0.1$ nG is shown as the green shaded area in Figure 1, applying a three-dimensional CRPropa 3 simulation (Alves Batista et al. 2016). Note that even primary photon energies outside the energy window above 10$^{18.5}$ eV become visible if there is sufficient time to form the electromagnetic cascade. However, these results are very sensitive to the uncertain extragalactic magnetic field assumption, e.g., the maximum observable distance would drop to the values corresponding to the primary photon line if the mean mag-

![Figure 1. Photon attenuation length as a function of the initial primary energy. The thick black line indicates the attenuation length (survival probability $e^{-1} \approx 36.8\%$) and the dashed line indicates a reduced survival probability of 1%. The energy range of this paper between 10$^{17.3}$ eV and 10$^{18.5}$ eV is indicated by the yellow shaded region and the vertical dotted lines. The expected increase of the observable distance by including secondary photons (detected in the energy range of this paper and with less than 1$^\circ$ deflection with respect to the primary photon) is shown as the green area using an average magnetic field strength of 0.1 nG.](image-url)
4. ANALYSIS METHOD

To reduce the contamination of hadronic background events, only air showers similar to the photon expectation are selected using the multivariate method of Boosted Decision Trees (Breiman et al. 1984; Schapire 1990) trained with Monte Carlo simulations of showers produced by photon and proton primaries. For a fixed primary energy, photon induced air showers have, on average, a delayed shower development and fewer muons (mostly electromagnetic component) compared to hadron-induced showers. As in the previous photon search paper, five different mass-sensitive observables are used: the depth of shower maximum \( X_{\text{max}} \) (from FD, being sensitive to delayed shower development), reduced \( \chi^2 \) and normalized energy of the Greisen fit to the longitudinal profile (from FD, being sensitive to the electromagnetic component), \( S_t \)-parameter (Ros et al. 2011) (from SD, being sensitive to the slope of the lateral distribution of the shower, and hence to the muonic content), and the ratio of the early arriving to the late arriving integrated signal in the detector with the strongest signal (from SD, being sensitive to the muonic component and to the delayed shower development).

The optimized cut in the multivariate output distribution for a specific candidate source direction \( i \) depends on the expected number of isotropic background events \( b_i \). This number is calculated by applying the scrambling technique (Cassiday et al. 1990), and naturally takes into account detector efficiencies and aperture features by assigning arrival times and arrival directions, binned for each telescope, randomly from measured events. This procedure is repeated 5000 times and the mean number of arrival directions within a target is then used as the expected isotropic background count.

### Table 1. Combined Unweighted Probabilities \( P \) and Weighted Probabilities \( P_w \) for the 12 Target Sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>( P_w )</th>
<th>( P )</th>
<th>R.A.</th>
<th>Decl.</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Exp</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Flux UL</th>
<th>UL</th>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( p^* )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>msec PSRs</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>286.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>236.1</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )-ray PSRs</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>312.8</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>248.1</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMXB</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>258.1</td>
<td>-40.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>233.9</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMXB</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>285.9</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>235.2</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.E.S.S. PWN</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>266.8</td>
<td>-28.2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>211.4</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.E.S.S. other</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>258.3</td>
<td>-39.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>233.3</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.E.S.S. UNID</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>257.1</td>
<td>-41.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>239.2</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microquasars</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>267.0</td>
<td>-28.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>211.4</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetars</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>257.2</td>
<td>-40.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>233.8</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gal. Center</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>266.4</td>
<td>-29.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>218.9</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>-69.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>180.3</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cen A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>201.4</td>
<td>-43.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>214.1</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For each target direction we use a top-hat counting region of $1^\circ$. Details of this multivariate cut selection and counting procedure are given in Aab et al. (2014c). Averaging over all 364 target directions, the multivariate cut is expected to retain 81.4% of photons while rejecting 95.2% of background hadrons. After applying the cut, the total number of recorded events from all of the targets is reduced from 11,180 to 474.

Each target set is tested with and without statistical weights. The weight $w_i$ is assigned to each target $i$ in a target set proportional to the measured electromagnetic flux $f_i$ in the catalog and proportional to the directional photon exposure $\epsilon_i$ of the Pierre Auger Observatory based on Settimo & The Pierre Auger Collaboration (2012). Relative attenuation differences from candidate sources of the same class can be neglected given an interaction length between 90 and 900 kpc of primary photons in the energy range considered (see Figure 1). The sum of weights in each set is normalized to 1 (see Aab et al. (2014d)):

$$w_i = \frac{f_i \cdot \epsilon_i}{\sum_i f_i \cdot \epsilon_i}.$$

A $p$-value $p_i$ is assigned to each candidate source of a target set as follows. The $p$-value for the target $i$ is defined by $p_i \equiv [\text{Poisson}(n_i, b_i) + \text{Poisson}(n_i + 1, b_i)]/2$, where $\text{Poisson}(n_i, b_i)$ is the probability of getting $n_i$ or more arrival directions in the target when the observed value is $n_i$, and the expected number from the background is $b_i$. Averaging the values for $n$ and $n + 1$ avoids a bias toward low or high $p$-values for pure background fluctuations.

The combined weighted probability $P_w$ is the fraction of isotropic simulations yielding a weighted product $\prod_i P_{i,\text{iso}}^{w_i}$ that is not greater than the measured weighted product $\prod_i P_i^{w_i}$:

$$P_w = \text{Prob} \left( \prod_i P_{i,\text{iso}}^{w_i} \leq \prod_i P_i^{w_i} \right),$$

where $P_{i,\text{iso}}$ denotes the $p$-value of target $i$ in an isotropic simulation. The combined unweighted probability $P$ is given by the same formula with $w_i = 1$ for all targets (see Aab et al. (2014d)).

5. RESULTS

The results for the combined analysis for each of the 12 target sets are shown in Table 1, along with detailed information about the target that has the smallest $p$-value in each set. In addition to the direction of the candidate source, the measured and expected numbers of events within an opening angle of $1^\circ$ are given along with the required number of events for a $3\sigma$ observation. In the last two columns are the minimum $p$-value of the target set ($p$) and the penalized $p$-value $p^* = 1 - (1 - p)^N$.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Target Set & $p$ & $p^*$ & $N$ \\
\hline
1 & 0.004 & 0.001 & 12 \\
2 & 0.007 & 0.002 & 12 \\
3 & 0.015 & 0.004 & 12 \\
4 & 0.018 & 0.006 & 12 \\
5 & 0.020 & 0.008 & 12 \\
6 & 0.023 & 0.011 & 12 \\
7 & 0.026 & 0.014 & 12 \\
8 & 0.029 & 0.018 & 12 \\
9 & 0.032 & 0.022 & 12 \\
10 & 0.035 & 0.027 & 12 \\
11 & 0.038 & 0.032 & 12 \\
12 & 0.041 & 0.037 & 12 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Combined weighted upper limits for photon lines of the target set against the acceptance window.}
\end{table}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Photon flux as a function of energy from the Galactic center region. Measured data by H.E.S.S. are indicated, as well as the extrapolated photon flux at Earth in the EeV range, given the quoted spectral indices (Abramowski et al. (2016)); conservatively the extrapolation does not take into account the increase of the $p\cdot p$ cross-section toward higher energies). The Auger limit is indicated by a green line. A variation of the assumed spectral index by $\pm 0.1$ according to systematics of the H.E.S.S. measurement is denoted by the light green and blue band. A spectral index with cutoff energy $E_{\text{cut}} = 2.0 \cdot 10^6$ TeV is indicated as well, which is the chance probability that one or more of the $N$ candidate sources in the target set would have a $p$-value less than $p$ if the $N$ $p$-values were randomly sampled from the uniform probability distribution.

No combined $p$-value ($P$ or $P_w$) nor any individual target $p$-value has a statistical significance as great as $3\sigma$. Upper limits are therefore derived for the flux from the target of smallest $p$-value in each target set assuming an $E^{-2}$ photon spectrum and they are indicated in Table 1. Upper limits on the photon flux from a point source $i$ are calculated as $f_i^{95\%} = n_i^{\text{Zech}}/(n_{\text{inc}} \cdot \epsilon_i)$, where $n_i^{\text{Zech}}$ is the upper limit, at the 95% confidence level, on the number of photons using Zech’s definition (Zech 1989), $n_{\text{inc}} = 0.9$ is the expected signal fraction within the search window, and $\epsilon_i$ is the directional photon exposure.

Various sources of systematic uncertainties have been investigated in Aab et al. (2014c). The main contribution arises from the unknown photon spectral index due to the associated change in the directional photon exposure. Differences in the particle flux upper limit of $-34\%$ and $+51\%$ have been estimated when changing the photon spectral index from 2.0 to 1.5 or 2.5, respectively. Considering the background rejection, differences in the hadronic interaction models change the particle flux upper limits by, on average, $-9\%$ when using EPOS-LHC (Pierog et al. 2013) for proton simulations instead of QGSJET-01c (Kalmykov & Ostapchenko 1989).

In the following, the limit on the Galactic center
is examined in more detail. This is of particular interest, as the H.E.S.S. collaboration recently reported an indication of the acceleration of PeV protons from this region (Abramowski et al. 2016). H.E.S.S. measured the diffuse γ-ray emission following a power-law spectrum according to \( \mathrm{d}N/\mathrm{d}E = \Phi_1 E^{-\Gamma} \) with a spectral index of \( \Gamma = 2.32 \pm 0.05_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.11_{\text{syst}} \) and flux normalization \( \Phi_1 = (1.92 \pm 0.08_{\text{stat}} \pm 0.28_{\text{syst}}) \times 10^{-12} \text{ TeV}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1} \) without a cutoff or break up to tens of TeV (Abramowski et al. 2016). Since the results in Table 1 are based on a photon spectral index of \( \Gamma = 2 \) the limit is recalculated assuming \( \Gamma = 2.32 \) resulting in a particle flux upper limit at the 95\% confidence level of the Galactic center region of \( J_{\text{int}}^{\text{UL}} = 0.034 \text{ km}^{-2} \text{ yr}^{-1} \). As can be seen in Figure 2, the current photon flux upper limit can severely constrain the allowed parameter space for a flux continuation to EeV energies. This extrapolation takes into account interactions with the cosmic microwave background (dominating) and with radio (Protheroe & Biermann 1996) and infrared (Gilmore et al. 2012) photon fields. Furthermore, assuming a power law with an exponential cutoff of the form \( \mathrm{d}N/\mathrm{d}E = \Phi_1 E^{-\Gamma} \times \exp(-E/E_{\text{cut}}) \) an upper limit of the cutoff energy \( E_{\text{cut}} = 2 \text{ EeV} \) can be placed by setting \( J_{\text{int}}^{\text{UL}} \Phi_1 E^{-\Gamma} \times \exp(-E/E_{\text{cut}}) \ \mathrm{d}E = J_{\text{int}}^{\text{UL}} \) with \( E_1 = 10^{17.5} \text{ eV} \) and \( E_2 = 10^{18.5} \text{ eV} \) and solving for \( E_{\text{cut}} \). The corresponding cutoff spectrum is also given by the dashed line in Figure 2.

6. DISCUSSION

No target class reveals compelling evidence for photon-emitting sources in the EeV energy regime. For the 12 sets, the minimum combined weighted probability \( P_w \) is 0.12. With 12 trials, one expects a \( P_w \)-value at least that small to occur by chance, with 78\% confidence. The minimum unweighted \( P \)-value, 0.14, is similarly not statistically significant. There is also no evidence for one outstanding target in any target set. The minimum penalized \( p \)-value \( p^* \) in the 12 sets is 0.221. The null result holds also against the hypothesis that only a subset of some target class contributes a photon flux. This has been tested by calculating combined \( P \)-values scanning only over the most significant, i.e., the smallest \( p \)-value, targets in the catalog.

The results presented in this paper complement previous results published by the Pierre Auger Collaboration searching for neutrons at higher energies using SD data (Abreu et al. 2012b; Aab et al. 2014d), and protons using hybrid data (Aab et al. 2014c), by restricting the photon search to 12 predefined target classes. Flux upper limits from photon point sources constrain the continuation of measured TeV fluxes to EeV energies, as shown for the particular case of the Galactic center introducing an upper limit of the cutoff photon energy of \( E_{\text{cut}} = 2 \text{ EeV} \).

The discovery of photon fluxes from any target set or individual targets in this study would have proved that EeV protons are being accelerated at discrete sources within the Galaxy or its neighborhood. The null results reported here leave open the possibility that EeV protons, as observed on Earth, are of extragalactic origin. Some support for that hypothesis was noted in the large-scale anisotropy analysis of Auger data (Abreu et al. 2013). It is important to note, however, that the absence of detectable photon fluxes, as reported here, does not exclude the production of EeV protons within the Galaxy. The derived flux limits are time-averaged values. EeV photons might be produced in transient sources, such as gamma-ray bursts or supernovae, or aligned in jets not pointing to us. An alternative explanation is that EeV protons escape from a source more freely than protons that produce TeV photon fluxes, and the production of EeV photons is thereby too meager to be detectable in the present study.

With the detector upgrade AugerPrime (Engel & the Pierre Auger Collaboration 2016; The Pierre Auger Collaboration 2016) the photon-hadron separation will be further improved, allowing an increased sensitivity for photon point sources.
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